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Welcome to our vendor guide!!! Here's what you need to know:

I am HUGE fans of these artists' work! However, I cannot guarantee
their performance or availability for your event. Also, I want to clarify
that Blooms and Twine Floral Design doesn't ever get a cut of their
bookings. The reason I selected the talented people on this list is that
I genuinely love their work! I've created alongside them to make
magic, and have seen firsthand the joy and skill they each have in
their field. 

As a queer woman myself, it was extra important to me that every
vendor on this list is not only LGBTQ-friendly but also actively creates
a space for people in love no matter their race, religion, ability,
orientation or gender. The majority of them are also woman-owned
and operated. I feel safe with these incredible people, and truly
believe you will too.

Happy planning, Bloom Babes!

Love, Katie
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Meagan is so much fun to work with!! Her work is incredible — her

beautiful "light and airy" style edits feature colors straight out of a

dream! The way she can capture the small, loving moments that no

one else seems to see astounds us every time. She's spectacular; the

closest digital can get to film. I met her on the Oregon Coast, but she

has a home base in Arizona too. So if you're hoping to rock some

desert vibes for your big day, try reaching out to this beauty!

Meagan, Meagan Gibson Photography

I became friends with this lovely human via Instagram, and got to

meet her in Dresden, Germany this past fall! Michelle's work is candid

and warm and so intensely personal. She's a delight to work with,

anywhere in the world.

Michelle, Michelle Unger

Kayla is creative and joyous and has the most contagious smile I've

ever seen! Her work is bright and incredibly fun. Working with her is

easy, like spending the day with your long-time bestie. She's living her

best life in Las Vegas, but is active all over the US and has a worldwide

bucket list. 

Kayla, Kayla Bowen Photography



FLORAL PRESERVATION

When I first discovered Teagan's work it took my breath away! She

lovingly hand embroiders an image of your bouquet, creating the most

unique forever flowers I've ever seen. The depth and texture she's able to

create with so few materials is incredible.

Teagan, Muted Rose Embroidery

Soil and Soul makes modern floral art out of resin, and is an awesome

choice if you're looking for a 3D way to preserve your flowers for life! My

personal favorite pieces they create are their ring holders and pendants -

they're such sweet (and useful!) ways to remember your big day, every

day. They also have DIY kits if you feel like taking this project on yourself!

Soil and Soul Studio

Bloombeads is such a cool process! They take your wedding flowers and

turn them into custom beads that can be transformed into jewelry! I

especially love their cuff bracelets. 

Bloombeads by Freeze Frame

Emily creates super cute pressed bouquet recreations, nice full shadow

boxes, and artistic dried flower cloches. She can even include photos and

trinkets from your big day.

Emily, Pressed Petals by Emily



Lisa is like that cool big sister everyone always wanted to have. She's

got a great eye for color combinations, and her styling skills are off

the charts. She works magic in Oregon, Washington, and Costa Rica.

But if you ask nicely, I have a feeling she'd adventure anywhere,

because this babe has that adventurous heart that can't be stopped.

Lisa, Lisa Boehm Beauty
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HAIR AND MAKEUP ARTISTRY

OTHER PLACES WE'VE LOVED WORKING 

Northampton, Massachusetts

D.C. Metro & Greater Virginia Area

Coachella Valley & Joshua Tree Ntl. Park

Austin, TX

Tampa & St. Pete, FL

And we're always excited to travel someplace new as well! If you're

looking for recommendations in any of the above areas, send us a

message and we'll gladly send over more names!

Melbourne, Australia

Seville, Spain


